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SYSTEMSDIVISION
A. A Solar Electric Propulsion Spacecraft Asteroid capability of the solar panels proposed for this spacecraft
Probe, c. G. Sauer is 6 kW at 1 AU; however, an assumed 18_ degradation
due to solar flares and envfionmental uncertainties results
1. Introduction in a net power capability of 4.92 kW. Of this amount,
320 W is reserved for spacecraft auxilliary purposes,
I11the past several years a number of studies have been leaving a net thrustor input power at 1 AU of 4.6 kW. In
made in determining the applicability of solar-electric- the data to be presented, a total spacecraft mass of 480 kg
propulsion (SEP) spacecraft to the unmanned scientific was used, not including the low-thrust propellant mass.
investigation of the solar system.
The mission profile consists of a spacecraft injection at
This article presents several trajectory and spacecraft a vis viva energy of C3 equal to 10 to 16 km2/sL The space-
parameters f . a solar-electric-propulsion spacecraft that craft is injected so that the hyperbolic velocity is aligned
,could be used as a deep-space asteroid probe. The pur- in the direction of the motion of the earth and in the /*
poses of this mission would be to make: (1) an engineering ecliptic plane. Shortly after injection, the spacecraft would /"
test flight of a spacecraft using electric-propulsion thrus- be aligned so that the SEP engines will be thrusting in a /
tors and lightweight rollout solar panels as a power source, direction normal to the sun line and in the ecliptic plane.
ar,d (2) a scientific investigation of the region of the solar Since a specific target has not been identified, the selection
system encompassing 2 to 3 AU, including the asteroid of a launch date at this time is somewhat arbitrary; con-
belt. A minimum thrustor operating time of 400 days at sequently, tile trajectories shown in this analysis were
an initial powcx level of approximately 4.6 kW at 1 AU is initiated with an initial heliocentric longitude of zero
desired, corresponding to a launch date late in September.
2. SpacecraftDescription The required propellant mass, exclusive of residuals, is
The launch vehicle proposed for this mission is an shown in Fig. 1 as a function of departure Ca for propul-
Atlas SLV3C/Centaur with an injected weight capability sion times of 400, 500, and 600 days. Since the propellant
at escape of 2500 lb. The SEP spacecraft would have a mass flow rate is directly proportional to thrustor input
mass of 750 lb, not including the solar panels, thrustors, power, the mass flow rate will decrease with increasing
and power-conditioning subsystems. The "installed" power probe distance from the sun because of the drop in power
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shows the path of the _ehicle for a departure C., of
C3, km2/s 2 10 km"/'s _. The probe spends 250 days to 950 days beyond
Fig. 1. SEPspacecraft asteroid probe, propellant g AU with aphelion occurring at 600 days. In Fig. 4 the
mass versusC_ path of the spacecraft for a departure C:_of 16 km2/s '-'
remains beyond E AU for 210 days to 1110 days or for a
total of 900 days as compared with the 700 days for the
from the solar panels. The additional propellant required trajectory shown in Fig. 3.
for thrusting an additional 100 to 200 days is relatively
small, since the available power to the thrustors and also The power available to the thrustors is shown in Fig. 5
the propellant flow rate has dropped to about one sixth as a function of time along the trajectory. Because of
of the initial value after 400 to 500 days. An additional thrustor design considerations, it would seem inadvisable
100 days of propulsion requires, at most, 5 kg additional to operate the low-thrust engines at a power level less than
propellant (Fig. 1). around ½ kW. For a trajectory with a departure C._ of
]6 km2/s 2 tbis point occurs at about 400 days, and in order
3. TrajectoryCharacteristics to provide additional operating time, the motors could
be restarted at about 900 days. The second trajectory, _/,-."?The aphelion and perihelion of the heliocentric traiec- corresponding to a C:_of 10 km2/s 2, has a minimum pov'er
tory after tiirust cutoff is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of of ½ kW at aphelion.
departure Cz. The effect of increasing the propulsion time
does not materially affect the aphelion distance since
thrust cutoff occurs near this point, and additional thrust- 4. Communicr_tion Parameters
ing has the effect of raising the perihelion but does not Figure 6 presents the communication distance as a
affect the aphelion distance. The aphelion distance does function of time fcl' the same "rajectories used previously.
increase with increasing Ca, however, and an aphelion A communication distance of 530 to 560 million km is
range of 2_4 to 31,_AU can be covered with a departure required to observe the thrust cutoff point at 400 days.
C3 in the range of 10 to 16 km_/s 2.The perihelion distance Delaying thrust cutoff until 600 days will reduce the
decreases slightly with increasing C.a and increases with communication distance by about a factor of 2. An inter-
an increase in propulsion time. esting feature of the traiectory shown in Fig. 3 for a C3
of 10 km_/s 2 is that it is close to being synchronous with
The path of the spacecraft in the ecliptic plane is shown the period of the earth-quite close to 3 yr. Opposition
in Figs. 3 and 4 for a propulsion time of 400 days and for with the earth occurs close to aphelion and perihelion of
departure vis viva energies of 10 and 16 km_/s z. Figure 3 the spacecraft trajectory.
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The antenna direction, given by the earth-probe-sun B. Progress Toward a Numerically Integrated
angle, is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of time. E;",luding Lunar Ephemeris, D. B. Holdridge and J. D. Mulholland
the initial 69 to 70 days, a maximum antenna direction
from the sun line of not more than 35 deg is required for
the duration of the mission. Initially this angle is around For the past year it has been evident that the high
90 deg as the probe recedes from the earth in the direction accuracy required of the lunar ephemeris, if it is to
of the motion of the earth. At the point where the earth- achieve maximum utility in the analysis of spacecraft data,
probe-sun angle has decreased to 35 deg, the eommuni- can be obtained at the present time only by numerical
cation distance is around 15 million km. integration of the equations of motion (Ref. 1). The imple-
E
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mentation of such an ephemeris has been pursued in two interval over which to extend the differential correction
conceptually distinct, but complementary, phases, procedure. The interval actually adopted was from JED /
243 3280.5 to 244 0800.5, slightly more than 20 yr, begin-
1. Numerical Fit to Theory ning at the epoch of the JPL ephemeris tape system.
The work that was reported in Ref, I and in SPS 37-49, There are several arguments in favor of producing
Vol. III, pp. 13-15, consisted of a single-body integration acceptable fits to the theoretical ephemeris as a prior
of the lunar orbit over a 2-yr interval, differentially cor- step to dealing with the observations. The most cogent
rected to fit the theory-based ephemcris designated LE 4 one in the early stages of the work was the ease and
(Ref. 2) by means of a modified version of the planetary rapidity with which the PLOD program could be modi-
orbit determination program (PLOD; Ref. 3). After it was fled to perform this task. At present, it is far more impor-
established that serious defects existed in the theoretical tant that this process can be regarded as a controlled
ephemeris, an effort was mounted for the extension of experiment that will permit the development of tech-
this work to a meaningful time span. To properly treat niques for solving the real problems of fitting the lunar
the long-term characteristics of the motion, the nodal motion without introducing the uneedainties and biases
period (18.6 yr) may be regarded as a practical minimum that always accompany observational data. Despite its ._
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flaws, the Lunar Theory does conform rather well to the fulness with which it reflects the nominal model on which
real motion of the moon, particularly in those features it was constructed. In the case of the Lunar Theory and
that are a hindrance to the production of an accurate our i:'tegrations, the tides, the figure of the moon, and
ephemeris by numerical integration. These features pri- perhaps some yet unknown cause have led to such adjust-
marily affect two aspects: (1) the differential correction ments. In each case, analysis of the observational data
and, (2) the modeling of effects that arise from other than showed one or more of the orbital parameters to be inad'e-
point-mass gravitational considerations, quately represented by the theory, and in each case the
theoretical expressions were replaced by the observe-
The moon is a highly perturbed object, and the stan 'ard tional values. The numerical integrations are based on
differential correction procedures used in PLOD, as in gravitational models not greatly different from that on
other planetary ephemeris development programs, are which the theory is founded, so one would not expect
based on formulas that assume Keplerian motion. This is these empirical aspects of the theory to be properly
acceptable in the planetary case, because the planets are modeled in the integration. It is necessary either to learn
remarkably well behaved. In the attempts to extend the how to model them or how to handle such empirical fixes
correction span beyond 2 yr, tile suspicion was amply con- in conjunction with a numerical integration.
firmed that the unperturbed partial derivatives are not
adequate in the lunar case. Successive corrections for a Such a component in the lunar motion is attributed to
series of 5-yr integrations failed to converge to a final set the frictional losses in the tidal deformations o; earth.
of initial conditions. Theso losses reduce the rotational angular momentum of
earth, with subsequent gain in the orbital angular momen-
The possible ways in which or_e cc uld produce per- tum of moon. This gain is reflected in a secular increase
turbed partial derivatives were discussed in an earlier in the mean distance and decrease in the sidereal mean
article (SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 13-15), and a detailed d's- motioh. This is represented as a secular acceleration of
eussion was given of the implementation of one of the the mean longitude
elternatives, that of anal;tie series expressions. Subse-
quent to the writing of that article, discussions 1 ievealed AL = --11':22 T 2
that the expressions for aa_/aa referred only to the scale
factor effect and did not include the dynamical effect where T is measured in Julian centuries. There is less than
(Ref. 4, p. 235) involving the angular motion. It would complete agreement on the detailed mechanism of this
become necessary to introduce this effect into the compu- angular momentum transfer, but it is widely assumed
tation of [0Ko/_], and much of the estimated saving in (e.g., Ref. 6) that it involves the gravitational couple gen-
computer running time would have disappeared, in addi- crated by the tidal bulge. Whatever the mechanism, it is
tion to the programming effort that this approach would not modeled in the differential equations of motion, and
have entailed. As a consequence, the relatively simple a means must be found of treating the real phenomenon.
method of finite difference quotients was eventually used
for the partial derivative computations. Both the perigee and the node have motions that arise /*
from unmodeled causes. The current ephemeris programs //
The availability of reasonably accurate partial deriva- treat the moon as a point of mass, whereas the Brown,//
tives resolved the differential correction problem, and theory embodies a triaxial moon not greatly different from
within a relatively short time a converged series of inte- the one currently recommended. The solar system data-
grated fits over the 20-yr span was obtained, the source processing system is to be modified to include this feature,
theory being LE 6 (Ref. 5). Although the correction series but in the interim, it is necessary to find an empirical way
did converge to a final solution, the residuals of that solu- of treating the motions. Such an empirical treatment is
tion were not really satisfactory, and the reason for this necessary from another aspect, too. Eekert (Ref. 7) has
situation is believed to lie in the modeling problem, shown that the present observational values of d_/dT
and df_/dT cannot be satisfied with the present model
The major flaw in using a theory as the comparison without assuming an unbelievable h, nar density distribu-
base for a numerical integration is the possibility- that tion. That is, the perigee and node have motions that
empirical adjustments to the theory may destroy the faith- cannot be modeled in the light of present knowledge.
These last two effects combined amount to
*WithT. C. Van Flandem, U.S. NavalObservatory,who developed
the analyticpartialderivatives. A_ = --3"1 T, A_q = --27"9 T
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There seems to he no simple resolution of this within the 5. Mulholhmd, J. I)., ]PL Lure, Ephemeris Numbes 6 Technical
structur9 of PLOD. Memmandmn 33-408. Jet Propulqon LahoratmT, Pasadena,
Calif., Octohm' 15, 1968.
As a means of discovering if these various effects are 6 Gcrstenkom, H, "The Model of the So-Called 'Weak' Ticlal
the cause of tlm remaining large-scale residuals in the Frietim_ and the Limit_ of lt_ Applicability" in Mantles of theEarth and Terrestrial Phmets. Edited by S.K. corn, Inter-
PLOD integrations of the lunar motion, a theoretical science Pul4ishers, Inc., London, 1967.
ephemeris (LE 12) has been constructed hy removing the
gravitationally unmodeled effects fl'om LE 6. Numerical 7. Eckert, W. J., "On the Matiml_ of Perir_ee and Node and theDistribution of Mass in the Moon," Astron. J., Vol. 70, pp
integrations fit to this ephemeris are now under way. 787-792, 1965.
2. Use of Lunar Observations C. Effectof Precessionand Nutation Errors
In the long run the fitting of theories must be aban- on Radar Observations, J. H. Lieske
doned, and cme must return to the source of all empirical
knowledge-the observations. Tile modifications neces- The partial deriwttives relating errors in the constant
sary to convert the solar system data-processing system of general precession in longitude and tile constant of
(SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 4_.1.o) to lunar application are nutation to changes in range and range rate are devel-
now heing programmed. Many gains :1re expected fi'om oped ill this article, It will be shown that an error on the
_l'ns. 7he figme of the moon can be modeled; pel'haps the order of 1 arc see/century in the general precession in
tidal eff,,_ct can be modeled. It may even be that the unex- longitude will introduce drifts on the order of 30 m/een-
plained defect of the theory noted above is not due to tury in range and 2 ram/s/century in range rate. The
the figure of the moon at all, but to the currently accepted effect proLably will be absorbed by station longitude and
ohservational values. A recent analysis of the occultation wmdd amount to a drift on the order of 1/3 m/yr. En'ors
observations'-' seems to suggest that this is a possibility, in the constant of nutation, on the other hand, introduce
If so, this discrepancy should disappear with the use of effects on the order of 600 rum and 0.04 mm/s on the
ohservational data. range and range rate, respectively, for an error in the
coefficient of nutation of 0.01 are see. The partial deriva-
tives will be developed in an equatorial 1950.0 frame, andLMartin, C. F., "ET-UT Time Corrections for the Period 1627-
1860," in Observation, Analysis and Space Research Applications simplified expressions adequate for most purposes will be
o[ the Lunar Motion. Edited by J. 1). Mulholland (in preparation), given.
In the present investigation it is assumed that the vee-
References tor p from the observer to the object being tracked is
1. Mnlholland, J. D., and Devine, C. J., "Gravitational Inconsist- given by the expression
eney in the Lunar Theory: Numerical Determination," Science,
7, 2'
Vol. 160, pp. 874-875, May 24, 1968. p = r -- R_ -- AeAxRs (1) /2. Mulholland, J. D., and Block, N., ]PL Lunar Ephemeris Num-
ber 4 Technical Memorandmn 33-346. Jet Propulsion Labora- where r and Re are the heliocentric vectors to the object
tory, Pasadena, Calif., August 1, 1967. and to the center of the earth referred to the equator and
7' 7"
3. Devine, C. J., PLOD II: Planetary Orbit Determination Program equinox of 1950.0, respectively, and A_,A.vRs is the vec-
for the 1BM 7094 Computer Technical Memorandum 33-188. tot from the geocenter to the observer in a 1950.0 frame.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., April 15, 1965. The ',ranspose of a matrix A is denoted by AT'. The pre-
4. Brouwer, D., and Glemence, G. M., Methods of Celestial Me- cession matrix At, and nutation matrix Ax are given by
chanics. Academic Press, New York, 1961. the usual expressions (Ref. 1)
cos _0cos 0 cos z - sin ¢0 sin z - sin ¢0 cos 0 cos z - cos _o sin z - sin 0 cos z ]
A_, =/cOs¢oeOS Osinz + sin _ocosz --sin _oCOSOsinz + cos ¢ocos z --sinOsinz / (2)
Lcos ¢,,sin 0 -sin¢osin0 cos0 J i
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ic()s A¢ -- cos gsin a¢ -- sin ,x¢ sin g 1
Ax = sin A¢ cos e cos A¢ cos gcose q- sin g'.in _. cos A¢ sill _'COSe -- COS_-sin e I (3)
sin sin e cos _X¢cosgsin e - sin _'cos e cos a¢ sinT e -t- cos gcos e ]
where g,,,z, and 0 are the precession parameters employed If A, and Av depend upon tile p.qrametcr q, then
in reducing positions referred to the mean equatJr and
equinox of 1950.0 to the mean equator and equinox of ap _ /OA]I ,. _Ar'_ R._
date, where A¢ is tile nutation in longitude, and e and g ?q t?-_/A_' -F A_; pq /
refer te the true and mean obliquity of the ecliptic of
date, respectively. The geocentric position of tile observer _/' r r r
referred to the true equator and equinox of date is as- t'-_ = (r - R_ - AvA_R._)sumed to be in the form
X (-- eA_: A,'r_ _}?A_\cos&; -sine. 0 _ eq A_' ,,t /R'_
( ea_: ?A_'.\
R._ = sin e. cos Or, O S (4) .... (r -- R+)r \ [,q A+ + AI', -_--q] R._
0 0 1 ?AZ:_ " eA r
+ n_AxAv-_--'-" A_.R.++ n_jAx-_'-_-"_n.+.
' cq " • " eq
where G_is the true Greenwich sidereal time, and
The skew-symmetric property may be used to show that
"i{,,cos q,' cos X_: the last two terms in the above equation are zero because
S = Rocos q/sin h_: (5)
Rosin (b' Ap ?----_
with R, representing the geocentric distance of the ob- is skew-symmetric, as is
server; ¢', his geocentric latitude, and XE, the observer's
/ eA_;\
longitude measured east from Greenwich. As tA,`-_-q ) ASs
An important and useful property of these orthogonal
rotation matrices is that if A is a rotation matrix, or the Hence, the quadratic form
matrix product of several orthogonal matrices, and if q ,]
(A.,.Ap a;" A.v) /
_, _Av _,is a parameter upon which one or several of the matrices Rv -- R,_depend, then the matrix
aAr A r is zero. The same comments apply for
C= aq .
r __+,'+4
is skew-symmetric, or the sum of several skew-symmetric RaA.v +q-
R._
matrices, and b'_qce the quadratic form
Since there are several forms one may wish to employ
B = xr Cx (6) for the computed range or doppler, the skew-symmetric
property will be extremely useful in computing the vari-
is zero for any vector x. This property is useful in obtain- pus forms. In the remainder of this paper only the vector
ing the partial derivative of the scalar slant range ao/Oq partial derivatives Op/aq and a#/aq will he computed,
from the vectors fl and Op/aq. As an example, consider so that a person may combine them in whatever type of
the contribution of ap/aq to the desired quantity Oo/Oq. range or doppler equation he desires.
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It is clear that the heliocentric positions r of tile planet The partial der;vatives required for general precession
and Re. of the earth referred to the 1950.0 equator and in longitude are
equinox will not depend upon tlm values of precession
and nt.',ation (although their estimated values certainly __pp _A_'.A_'.R._ (11)
are ai"zeted to some extent). We thus need only be con- ?p - ?p
eerned with the effect of precession and nutation on Av,
A, and P_._of the observer. The observer's geoccptric _f3 r,_A__'arlh. / ?_'_' _A'r ' \
position R._ is affected by precession and nutation only -- _p
through the sidereal time, as indicated by Eq. (4). The ;P PP ""_'"_- _"_P Ar_+ _*-vAr Rs (12))
true Greenwich sidereal time 0, is of the form
' while those for nutation are
0_ = 0",;+ a_ cos e + _ (7)
........ • , _, r _:= (13);'N A_: ?:N "" -- AvAv ?N
where 0,_ is the mean Greenwich sidereal time and 8
includes the effects of polar motion, annual periodic vari-
ations, etc. While it is true that the origin of the definition _1_ _A_ . •r •r _Z
of mean Greenwich sidereal time 0"-r_inwflved introducing ;..--_= A_:-_ R._- AvA v _N
a specific value of the general precession in right ascen-
sion, the expression for 0",_is now to be taken as a deft- __ (_: _?A_' r_&_'_\nition of the universal time; hence _ will not be affected \ _N -t- At, _N)R.,
by any error in precession, since it is defined as the
"1' r r' r (14)Greenwich hour angle of the mean eq finox of date. We _.- AvA_ + A/,Avthen see that the tru_ _idareal time is affected hy nutation
but not precession.
The matrices Av, A._-,and R., are already defined in
The partial derivatives of .G, _, and 0 appearing in Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5), and their partial derivatives
Eq. (2) with respect to the general precession in longitude may be readily computed. Simplified forms, adequate for
p are taken from Lieske (Ref. 2): most purposes, will be given later. Tim complete forms
will he given in order that one may employ the more
exact relations if he so desires.
_,, _z T
_p -- _p = 0.45891T = _ cos e,,
' 1
(8) rae matrix 3Av/_p is determined from
_i---_ = 0.39780T = T sin E,, &%'Z.p- _Av_.L,?.L,?pF _AV?z?p':z! 0Av_0_0 (15)p ],
where T is measured in tropical centuries from 1950.0, where (
and _ois the mean obliquity of the ecliptic at 1950.0. The /
nutation in obliquity is assumed to be of the form _,, ?z _0
_p' ?p' ?p
a_ = _ -- _"= N cos _, (9)
are given by Eq. (8).
while the nutation in longitude is taken as
The partial derivative of the nutation matrix A,v with
a¢ = --i, N sin _ (10) respect to the constant of nutation N is given by
_A:. _Ax _Ax
where N = 9'.'210, y = 1.8712 (so that -,/N = -17"234) _ = - 1'sin _q¢_- + cos f*¢_ (16)
and where fl _ is the node of the orbit of the moon on the
mean ecliptic of date. where y = 1.8712.
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I3efol'e computing tile partial derivatives of p and 15 and for A15
with resp,,ct to p and N we still need ?R.,./_N, The re-
?A_: - .
quired relation is found by combining Eqs, (4), (7), and A_i_ 11._AN --- 4 X 10-: mm/s(10). The result is
;N 7sin O_ cosE ?_ (17) A_IA_-_- _N .--.4 × 10 Zmm/s
, ?'A_._ N
From Eqs. (11) to (14) combined with Eqs, (8) and (15) A_-_N ll._A _ 5 × 10-"'mm/s
to (17) one can then obtain n "¢.p/_p, ?_/_p, Op/_N, and
_)/ON, However, an examination of the maximum effect _/it_'
of each of the terms in Eqs. (11) through (14) npon p A_:-7_R._AN .-- 1 × 10 _'mm/s
and/_ shows that several of the matrices may be neglected,
and others may be simplified, In estimating the effects of
. _R_
the terms upon Ap and A15,it is assumed that the error A_,A_'._AN.---5 × 10-'_mnl/sin general precession in longitude is approximately 1 arc . .
see per century (Refs, 3, 4) while that in tlle nutation
coefficient is 0.01 arc see (Ref, 5). • _R_
T 7'
A_,A.__ -_N --- 1 × 10-" mm/s
The effects of Ap = 1 arc sec per century on p and I_
are approximately: In light of the preceding estimates, we may neglect the
terms in parentheses in Eqs. (11) through (14) and may
For Ap use only the largesf terms in the remaining matrices. With
these simplifications the partial derivatives for precession
reduce to
_a_
_p AT R._Ap ,-, 30 m/century OP
and for zxl_ ?l---_- = Ce K_ (is)
OAJ',Ar h._Ap .-..,2 mm/s/centuly _p
_p .v
_,_T where
-AT Rs Ap ,_ 5 × 10 -r mm/s/century /_p ,v 0 - T cos E,, - T sin E,, fCe= Tcos_,, 0 0
_3p N R._Ap ,.-. 1 X 1O-r mm/s/century T sin ¢. 0 0
and where T is the time in centuries from 1950.0, and ¢0
while the effects of AN = 0':01 upon p and I_ are approxi- is the obliquity of the ecliptic at 1950,0.
mately:
The simplified expressions for the partial derivatives
For zxp with respect to the constant of nutation are
r
r _Ar _P
Ae _N Rs AN _ 600 mm _" = C_ S
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_V]ICrC
0 0 7sin_sin_"
Cx -- 0 0 -cos _
- 7Sill_sin _:cosOt; -1-sin Ot_eos _,.. ), .Sill _ Sin _.-sin t/t, -_ cos Or; cos _,. 0
and where 0,; may be taken as '2r, rad 86,-100 s with sulficicnt accuracy.
For lnost applications, Eqs. (18) and (l.q) will be ad(,qm_.t(' for represuntation of th(. ,'tfi,ets of errors in prec('ssion and
nutation upon p and f3. If higher precision is desired, one may use the actual matrices such as 'A_ ;'ll and ;'A_ ?N.
With the above approximations, it is s('(,n that the expr(,ssion for i'p ;p is of the form
?'1' [ 0 -- T cos e,, -T sill ¢, 1
t' _ -- p_ ] 7"cos ¢, 0 0 J R., (20)L ' sin E ,
while tile partial derivative of the slant rang(, witll respect to tile observer's longitude is of tile form
0 41 0 1
?t____L_'- pT -- 1 0 0 R._ (21)
0 0 0
anti the partial derivative witl) respect to the observer's latitude is of the form
i 0 0  o,,0+,,1p _; : p" 0 0 sin (0,, + X,-) a._ (22)-- cos (0o + ,X,:) --sin too + A_:) 0
Comparing Eq. (20) with Eqs. (21) and (22) it appears 2. Lieske, j., Expresslo)ts/Mrtile PrecessionQuantities and Their
that the observing station's longitude and latitude will Partial Derivatives, Technical Report No. 32-1044. Jet Propul-
both be affected by errors in precession. If a drift on the slon Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 1967.
order of 1/3 m/yr is signifieant, then the effect of pre- 3. Frieke, W., "Precessionand Galactic Rotation from McConuiek
cession shonld be considered in _stimating station coordi- and Cape Proper Motions in the Systems FK3, N39, FK4,"
nates. Astron. 1, Vnl. 7'2, pp, 642-649, 1907.
References 4. Fricke, W., "Precession and Galactic Rotation Derived From
Fundamental Proper Motions of Distant Stars," Astron. 1.,
1. Explanator{i Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris and Vol. 7.2,pp. 1368-1379, 1907.
' the American Ephemerl, and Nautical Abnanac, Her Majesty's
Nautical Almanae Office, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 5. Clemence, G., "The System of AstronomicalConstants," Ann.
London, 1901. Rev. Astron. Astrophtls., Vol. 3, pp. 93-111, 1905.
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D. Behavior of a Clock Moving Radially in a Let us now tnrn to the Sehwa"zchiid line element
Centrally Symmetric Gravitational Field,
H. Lassand P. Gottlieb ds_ = a" 1 - _ '/tit'.: --- I c='r / d;':_
In a similarly titled paper by 1L F. Polishehuk
(Rcf. i) the proper time for a te::t particle moving in a --r _(d/)'-'+ sin _0 d,h'-') (5)Schwarzchikl field under the action of external fields is
determined. It is shown that, under certain circumstances,
the proper time for the moving object when it retnlTIS to For pm'e radial motion, do d,l, -- O, and
its point of departure will exceed the proper time fo',' the
( ) (:,object remaining at rest at the point of departure. Ilow- 2GM zf;_M_ever, as we will subsequently show, there is a funda- ds'-'-: c_' I .... dt _ 1 dr=' (6)("-' r ('_r ]
mental error in Polishehuk's paper. We will ch'termino,
with the proper analysis, that the readings of a moving
clock may be less than or may exceed the readh_gs of a From Eq. (4) it follows that
stationary clock remaining at the point of departure.
I - Ft 1 F_ = 0
We begin with an analysis of the geodesics (motion of _ / ds c:r /
a test particle) associated with the Riemannian metric (7)
givenby with F': F,F _-'Ft,
ds" = g._ d.v' dxO (1)
Eq. (3), with
The geodesics are given by dx' dt
i 4,-_-is ----cff_s ,
_u i d" x i dx i dx _
8,---f-= ds--v + rk -- o (2)ds ds becomes
with td = dx_/ds, ,'md 8td/Ss the intrinsic derivative. 2GM dr
d"t c_r'' dr tit cl--_F_
If external forces are applied, the equations of m6_ion CoTs" q 2GM ,Is c_s" = F, = ( 2GMy dtare given by 1 -- -- 1c:r -_-'r/ cTE
Su_ (8)
:=F' (3)
" /Now suppose that the test particle is located at r -- r.with F _ a 4-vc:,tor, the external force, with dr/ds = 0. We apply an external radial force
Defining ui = g_fld yields F,. : - F,, q GM
C" C'f "z
dx _ dx_
utu_ = g_J ds ds _= I which is sufficient to overcome gravity, so that the particle
hegins to accelerate outward (F,, > 0, Fo a constant).
along any path, by virtue of Eq. (1). From Eq. (3) we have
With this value of F,, Eq. (8) yields a first integral
8u_ 1
U, Ts =-_ (u:u')=u,F'=0 (4) (F_..r GM+A )
(dt) _" 2 c'-'r
so that the eemponents F_,i = 1,2,3,4, are not indepen- c_ _ = ( 2GM'y' (9)dent, as assumed by Polishdmk. 1 _ /
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To find the radial motion one eliminates dt between At I'._.we apply a radial thrust given by
Eqs. (6) and (9) to obtain
F, GM
with until the partiele comes to rest at 1".,> r=. As in the previ-
dr ous analysis it is quite simple to show that the proper
-- = 0 for i' = r,,. time for the particle to travel from r_ to r:, isds
[-2(,.::- (16)Tile proper time for tlle particle to move from r,, to r.,.._-L F_
r_ > r. is
with
/'d_" 1 j'_ dr [2(r_ - r.)l'_ GMr,,, - . (2F.)"-' ,,, (r - r,,)'_ = g,, F_ - r., (r:, - r,,)
(11)
which is equivalent to the Newtonian time. The return journey of the test particle is accomplished
in the same fashion as its outward journey. The reading
of the moving clock for the entire journey is given byLet us now choose r_ such that if the thrust F_ were
removed, the particle would have escape velocity at this
F{ 1 <.)
point. We note that for a free particle _t r = 2 I\GM] (r_ - ro) + _ \ GM ] "-"
2Gat dtc 1 _ Jdss = k = constant (12) r2)+ ( 2,'., '_ 1 (17)
is a first integral. From Eq. (6) we obtain
In order to compute the proper time for the journey as
k_ 1 ( d__r'_ viewed by the stationary observer, we must compute the
1 - 2GM 2GM \ds] (13) coordinate tinm T for tim journey. The proper time will be
1 - -- 1 - -- given byc2r c2r
With dr/ds =O at r = co we obtain k = l, so that T'=(1 2GM )V_Tczro (18)
c2r To compute thc coordinate time for the journey from
ro to rt we eliminate d_ between Eqs. (6) and (10). This
At r = rl, Eq. (10) yields yields
Fo-- GM (14) (1 + l[2Fo0 -- ro) 2frM 1) '/'
r_(r_ - ro) dt = " dr (19)[ (which yields the value of Fo for a given r_ in order that 2Fo (r - to) 1 ch .IJ
the test particle reach r_ with escape velocity.
The proper time for the particle to coast from r_ to Neglecting term_ of the order 1/c4 and higher yields
r2 > r_ is
dt - (r - ro)-',_+ 7;
f _ 1_ ,[', 2 (r_/_ _ r_/_)_'_- - (2GM)'/_J_, (r)V2dr- 3(2GM) _
(15) X[F°(r-r°)'/_+GMg-r°)"/_]}drr , (20)
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An integration from i',, to rl yields the coordinate time It is then a simple matter to show within the order of
1/c'-' terms timt
= (2r, "_'" 1
T,,, WM / (r,--ro) +-- • / r. - 3r, \
[ 1 [2GM'_'.'e (r, -- 1'o)
x L-3\-7(-,/
+ (2GM)',_(r:,- r_)\3,',,(r_)':']( )"_- 2G_rl(r 1 -- rll ) 'etan_,(rl- r,y"-'] (21)r,, \ r,, / j + (2GM)"-'[(r_)"-'- (r,)V-']
We note for c = oo, that T,,, = r,,,, as expected, [ 1 "1, ] (27)X 2 - "_11 ( ' q- r2 -t- (fir.3) _
During the coast period from r_ to r_ we have
q-LV2GMr'(r'--r")]"tan-_(r:-r'_'Y'_r. \ "o /
VCMr._.(r,,- r .)-["_ (1':,)','-'+ (r:,- re):'-q
+ L 2,':, j In (,.);,.- (,. _jEliminating ds" from Eq. (6) yields
1 (r)'_dr J ( 2GM_ The last expression in Eq. (27) shows that for r, > > r..
dt = (2GM)_,_1 2GM _ (2GM)',_ (r);_ \1 + c_r / dr one has T' > r, and the reading of the moving clock will
- cel_ be less than the reading of the stationary clock.
(22)
On the other hand, if i":,_ r._,and r_ _ r,,, the middle
term of Eq. (27) shows that T' < r for r.,> > I'_> to. Thus,
A simple integration yields the coordinate time for this if the coasting period is of long duration compared to the
part of the journey, given by acceleration periods, the reading of the moving clock will
112__2__':_ be greater than the reading of the stationary clock. In
T_o = 3 \GM] (r::_/'-'- rf _) order that one can coast for a considerable distance one
must reach r_ at escape velocity. The long coasting pcriod
2 as well as the red shift for the stationary observer yields
+ _ (2GM) _,_((r2)V2- (r_)_,_) (23) T' < r, a result opposite to that of the special relativity
effect wherein T' > r.
Neglecting 1/c4 terms, etc., the coordinate time during
the deceleration period from I"._to r:,, can be shown to be Reference ?
[ 2r_V:.. 1 [2GM\'/. Lroli_hoh_kn.F.,"Beh.v_orof. Clo¢kMoving_.. C_nt_."y /
= //-- (ra -- r2) SymmetricGravitational Field," Soy. Astron.-A], Vol. II, No. 5, /T=a _,_-M-) (ra -- r_) + _ \ re / Mar.-Apr. 1968.
1 [GMr._ (r_ - re)T,_ In (r3)_'_+ (ra - r2)1'_+ -JL 2r3 _, (r#:,- (r_ r_)':,
(24) E. A Simulated Least Squares Solution for
Parameters of the Mariner Mars 1969
The total coordinate time for the trip is Encounter Orbit, J. D. Anderson
The purpose of this article is to establish the need for
T = 2 (To, :- T12 -[- T28) (25)
rang,: data from the viewpoint of the Mariner Mars 1969
celestial mechanics experiment. This has been done before
and the proper time for the trip as noted by the stationary (SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 4--8 and SPS 37-47, Vol. III,observer is
pp. 1-7) for data in both the cruise and encounter phases
[ 2GMy/t,,T[X - GM\ of the mission. The basic conclusion of these earlier
T' = T _1 - c_ro ] _ _ c-_roJ (26) studies is that range data aid in the improvement of the
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mass and geocentric position of Mars, particularly when determine, the geocentric distance to Mars at planetary
the cooling gas venting from the infrared spectrometer is encounter. Studies by Curkendall and McReynolds (Ref. 1)
taken into account, are consistent with this conclusion. By looking at Fig. 8 in
their paper, it can be conchlded that at the Mariner
Recently a shorter interval of data during the encounter Mars 1969 encounter the geometry is not favorable for
phase of the mission has been simulated (from E- 3.5 determining range to the spacecraft from doppler data
days to E + 3.5 days), and the effect of adding or deleting ahme. A major objective of the celestial mechanics experi-
Mars DSS range data from a least squares encounter solu- mcnt is to obtain a good range measnr'ment at encotmter
tion has been studied. Doppler data have been simu- and then to compare it with anticipated radar bounce
lated at a 15-rain sample interval with an accuracy of measurements from Mars to determine the physical size
__+_0.395mm :s and have been assumed available on a con- of the planet.
tinuons basis except for a period of about 32V_,min during
earth occultation. Results of this recent study are given in Reference
Table 1. 1. Cmkendall, D. W., and McReynold,,,, S. R., A Simplified Ap-
proach tor Determining the Infolmation Content and Critical
Table 1. Comparison of standard errors for simulated E ror Sourcesof Earth-Based Radio Trackinl_Data, AASPaper
Mariner Mars 1969 encounter solutionswith and 68-112,Sept.3-5, 1968.
without range data
Parameter A priorl Range and Doppler F. Computational Accuracy of Square-Rooterror doppler only
x,k_, 10" 3.49 4:.1 Filtering, P. Dyer and S. R.McReynolds
Y, krn 10'_ 8.31 17,00
Z, km 10'_ 19.32 24,29 1. Introduction
DX, mm/s 10'_ 11.1 13,5 Two approaches to square root filtering have emergedDY, mm/s 10_ 26.2 33,5
DZ, mm/s 10" 26.2 33.5 recently. One, an approach formulated by Potter (Ref. 1),
r_,m 10_ 27.6 8014 is based on the computation of the square root of the
ree, mm/s 10j 68.2 92,6 covariance matrix. The other approach, suggested by
md,ppm 1960 27.1 37.3 Businger and Golub (BEE. 2), relies o1-1the computation
R_,,m 1.0 0.46 0.49 of the square root of the in:ormation matrix, and involves
x,,,de0 30 x 10" 5.6x 10" 8.4 x io ° the application of Householder transformations (Ref. 3).
Ru,, rn 1.0 0.67 0,68
X,:,de9 30 × 10r' 6.3 X m" 9.1_X 10" Both algorithms were described for systems with uncor-
related measnrements and without process noise, although
The parameters of the solution are given in column 1 Bellantoni and Dodge (Ref. 4) and Andrew (Ref. 5) have
in terms of the geocentric position and velocity (X, Y, Z, extended Potter's algorithm to incorporate correlated mea-
DX, DY, DZ) of tlm spacecraft at E - 3V, days, the geo- surements. Recently the authors extended both algorithms ]
centrie range r gs and range rate i'$j of the center of to include the effects of process noise. /mass of Mars, the mass of Mars m (error units are inparts per million), and the geocentric _adii and longitudes The classical approach to sequential filtering for systems
of Johannesburg and Echo DSSs which were used in the with process noise is due to Kalman (Ref. 6). Unfortu-
simulation of the doppler data. The assumed a priori nately, the computation of the Kalman filter is vulnerable
errors on these parameters are given in colnmn 2, and the to numerical errors, which often results in a computed
standard errors from a doppler-only solution are given in eovariance matrix which is nonpositive. The main advan-
column 4. In column 3 the effect on the standard errors rage of the square root algorithms is that a greater pre-
from the addition of Mars DSS range data is given. As cision is retained. Thus the range of effective observability
with the doppler data, range data were sampled once is extended; that is, more poorly observed variables may
every 15 min and were assumed to have a standard error be estimated. This property will be illustrated in an ex-
of 100 m in one-way range, ample, the estimation of the position of a space probe
from doppler measurements. It is also possible to reformu-
Results obtained from Table 1 are qualitatively similar late tb. basic Kalman filter algorithm to reduce numeri-
to the earlier studies. Perhaps the most important con- eal errors (Ref. 7); however, the square-root filters are
elusion is that range data are absolutely necessary to superior.
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2. The Problem "
Consider a system described by the transition equations ] (k) = _{'v (i)'_:'-'+ '(w (i):'-') ! l!x(1) - _ (1)II'-'A ' (1)
x(k+ 1)--F(x)x(k)+ C(k)w(k) k i,P,,• •., N (3)
(1) sul)ject to tlle constraints of Eqs. (1) and (2). In Eq. (3)
\vllel',2
x (k) = [x, (k), x_.(k), • • • , x,, (k)] _(1) = a priori mean of x (1)
._ (1) a priori eovarianee of x (1).
is the state of tile system, apd
w (k) = [_o, (k), w. (k), • • • , w,, (k)] 3. Square-Root Filters
Let J,,_,,(k] deriote the miniimun relllrn function" for
is the process noise at the kth epoch. The matrices F and this problenl expressed in tUl'll/SOf X (k). Then
G are n X n. The measurements at the kth epoch are
denoted by J,,,,_(k) = ';:x(k) - _ (k)'-' a-' (k) -'- r-' (k) (4)
z (k) = [zl (k), z. (k), • • • , z, (k)] Here
where _ (k) :: the conditional mean of x (k "l
z(k)=H(k)x(k)+Q(k)v(k) k=l,2, -" - ,N and
(2) 3- (k) - the conditional covariance
The measurement noise is denoted by r'-'(k) = sum of tile squares of the residuals
v(k) = to, (k), c,.,(k),''., v,(k)] The solution to the filtering probl-m is provided once
J,,,,,(k) is computed.
The matrix H is r X n and O is r v r. It is assumed that all
the measurements are noisy, i.e., the matrix Q has full rank. The Kalman filter computes J,,,,t(k) by computing A (k)
and _(k). However, the square root flter based on the
Householder transformation computes ill (k) and d (k)
The components of w and v are assumed to be statis- where
tieally independent and gaussian, with zero meav.s and
unit variances. This assumption is notrestrictive, because R (k) = A-',_(k) (5)
any set of correlated gaussian random variables may be d (k) = A-''->(k) _ (k)
linearly transformed to a new set of independent gaussian //
random variables. One teelmique which effects this trans- In terms of R (k) and d (k), the return ]ol,t (k) is given by t
formation is as follows. Let w (k) denote correlated process //
noise with eovariance C (k). Now employing the Cholesky 1o,.(k)= lid(k)x(k)- a(k)ll'+ ,'_(k) (6) /
square root algorithm (Ref. 8) a matrix D(k) is found
such that Clearly _ (k) and A (k) are given by
C (k) = D (k) D (k) r (k)= R-,(k)d(k) (7)
Equation (1) may now be written .t (k) = R-' (k) R-' (kff
x (k + 1) = F (k) x (k) + G (k) D (k) w (k) The Potter square root filter computes _(k) and S (k),
where tim components of w (k) are independent random where
parameters with zero mean and unit covariance. S (k) = A (k)'_
The problem of estimating x (k) is equivalent to mini- 3SeeRef. 9 for the formulation of sequential estimation in terms of
mizing ] (k), where, dynanfieprogramming.
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i.e., .__(k) = S (k) S (k)"r.Thus approach. With the new algorithm, a correct solution is
obtained until e =- 10 ". One of the features of the pro-
S (k) = (R 7'(k))-' gram is that a solution of minimum euclidean length is
generated when the system has less than full rank. This
a, Application of the algorithm. While it is very easy property is illustrated by the last rows of the table.
to illustrate the numerical advantages of the procedure
with a simple example, it is not so straightforward with Example 2
a practical example. This is because in such a case, the
true sohttion is generally unknown. We will, therefore, The second example is concerned with the orbit deter-
first consider a simple example which may be solved with ruination of a space probe using range-rate measurements.
It is characterized by a great disparity in the observability
, a least-squares approach, of different components of the state and hence is an ideal
Example I' problem with wlfich to illustrate the properties of the vari-
ous estimation algorithms.
Consider a system of two unknowns X (1) and X (2) and
three measurements Z (1), Z (2), and Z (3). The relevaot The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 8 where
measurement matrix H, is chosen to be Xp, Y,,, Z,, X., Y_,, and Z_, represent the position and
1 1 z
U = 1 1 (8)
1 1 -_ e (PROBE PATH
and the noise matrix Q equals the unit matrix. By varying _ >..
the parameter e the conditioning of the matrix HTH may -" ,or
be controlled, Now if the measurements are chosen to be / (x,v, z)_-_z__[ __.._.__._<--" "
X (1)= 1 xp(o),Yp( , )
X (2) = 0 (9) y
The solutions obtained via a double-precision least
squares program are compared with that given by the
Householder square root algorithm in Table 2, _ which x _ q _i.¢ot_o__0 x__ ,oq.... ,_o_%
vividly demonstrates the inaccuracies of the least squares Ys : -rs costo, Ys = wrs sincot
Zs= "_s l._tsl. so Zs=_r ¢o5_otsl._0 /
_Thisexamplewas shown to the authors hy R. Hanson, WHERE B0 = 0.34,ANDrs = 5212 S
5The Potter algorithm could not be used here as there was no
a priori information. Fig. 8. Coordinate system
Table 2. Relative accuracy, Example 1
Value Leastsqua_s Orthogonal Transformation
• X 11) X {2| X 11} X 121
104 1.000000000000000 --0.0000000000000568 0.9999999999999995 0.0000000000000004
104 1.000000000010914 --0.0000000000109139 1.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10"" 1.000000000465661 --0.0000000009313226 1.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10 _ 1.000007629394531 --0.0000038146972656 0.9999999999999997 0.0000000000000002
104 1.062500000000000 --0.0625000000000000 0.9999999999999996 0.0000000000000003
10"u 1.000000000000000 --I.000000000000000 0.9999999999999996 0.0000000000000004
104_ 1.0 --1.0 0.9999999999999997 0.0000000000000002
I04s 1.0 --0.5 0.4999999999999995 0.4999999999999995
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veloeity of the probe, and X,, Y,, Z,, f_,, Y,,, and Z8 denote It was also assumed that the probe was tracked for two
the position and velocity of the tracking station. The 12-h passes with a lg-h 1)reak ill che middle while the
doppler, or range-rate measurement, p is a measure of tracking station was hidden from tile probe. Measure-
the velocity along the line from the tracking station to tile ments were taken once a minute. The numerical condi-
space probe, i.e., tioning of the system was adjusted by the choice of the
c_priori covariance; increasing the covarimme worsened
X the conditioning. The measurement noise was assumed to
t; =]--_' V have a variance of 10q_ (kin/s) _.
where X and V are the vectors. First several cases were chosen to compare the accu-1
racy of the various filters without process noise. Kalman,
X 1,-X._ /[1,- 2._ Angstron-Koepckc-Tung, Potter, and IIouseholder filters
X = Y,,- Y., g = i,_ 2£,._ were tried with various a priori matrices. Tile a priori
matrices were unit matrices multiplied by 10_, 10'', and
Z_, Z8 Zt, -- Z , 10TM. One final run was made, with o a priori informat on,
with the orthogonal filter. The diagonal elements of the
Thus the required partial derivatives relating to the final covariance matrices are shown in Table 3.
state of the probe and the data are given by
As can be seen, tim two square root filters give essen-
_[_ _ X(i) i = 1,2,3 tially the same results. The normal Kalman filter is
aV(i) r not nearly as accurate as tim Angstrom-Koepcke-Tung
filter in the first case, although both fail as a priori infor-
at_ V (i) u X (i) mation decreases.
..... i = 1,2,3X (i) r r'-'
Next proeess noise was added to the system. The
where the radius a priori eovarianee was taken as 10'-°times the unit matrix,
and the eovarianee of the process noise was taken as
r = [X (1)=+ X (2)" + X (3)21'/,
and the veloeity along the radius 10-8 × I (km/see=) -_
and
u = [X(1)V(1) -J- X(2) V(2) -t- X (3) V (a) ]/r
10-_°× I (kin/see2) =
Simple straight-line motion relative to the earth's center /
was assumed for the probe, i.e., Diagonal elements of the final covariance matrices arS
shown in Table 4 for the square root filters. The filters
)Cz,= 0 give essentially equivalent results. The same eases were
tried with the other filters and, although positive diagonals
Yp = 0 were obtained in the first case, the numbers were not accu-
Zp --- 0 rate to even one significant figure.
where the initial state was assumed to be Clearly, if the system is badly conditioned, the square
root filters give superior results. No marked difference
X_,(1) = 108km was found between the two square root filters. The orthog-
onal filter was somewhat more complex to program but
Xp(2) = Xp(3)= 0 could handle problems with no a priori information.
V_ (1) = Vp (3) = 0 Furthermore, rank-deficient solutions could easily be ob-
tained. There was little difference in computer time
Vp (2) = 10 km/s between the various filters.
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" 0.4048820 0.4166330 0.2008347 0.7749189 0.9823329 0.3004011
10" _' 0.4033534 0.4156932 0.1907584 0.7751610 0.9786459 0.2941951
0.4033529 0.4156927 O.1907590 0.7751611 0.9786449 0.2941994
" 0.4033529 0.4156928 0.1907590 0.7751611 0.9786449 0.2941994
Negative diagonals
" Negative diagonals10': 0.6760298 0.6705581 0.1967947 1.052819 1.640169 0.2942901
.i 0.6760305 0.6705590 0.1967947 1.052820 1.640170 0.2942902
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:c '_ 0.6760762 0.6706017 0.1967957 1.052867 1.640281 0.2942902
nKalman.
I'Angslrom-Koepcke-.Tung.
cPoller.
'lHouseholder.
Table 4. Estimation with process noise
Noise, /
(kin/s:)= Filter P(1, I) X 101" P(2,21 X IO_ P(3, 31 X 10_ P14,4) X 10-_ P15_5) X 10-_ P (6,6) X 10 -4 J
Potter 0.4281827 0.4341234 0.2948340 0.7594377 0.1066931 0.725799310-_
Householder 0.4281825 0.4341231 0.2948340 0.7594372 O.1066931 0.7257993
X 10" X I04 X I04 X 10"_° ;K !0 -_ X 10-G
10._o Poller 0.6811936 0.6758202 0.2016849 0.1061979 0.1652994 0.3035435Householder 0.6811929 0.6758192 0.2016848 0.1061977 0.1652992 0.3035434
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II. Systems Analysis
SYSTEMSDIVISION
A. ASTRAL: Optimized Low-Thrust Trajectories this point of view, researchers who followed the second
Using Approximate Closed-Form Solutions approach (optimization) may he considered to be those
who co:._cerned themselves more intimately with the realto the Equations of Motion, W. Stavro and prohlem of mission design. However, it must be realized
D. J. Alderson that analysis using the first approach has two great ad-
1. Introduction vantages. In the first place, an analytic investigation into
hwestigators performing analysis of low-thrust tra- the basic equations "ffmotion gives great insight into tim
jectories have generally used two approaches to the general behavior of such trajectories, as for example,
the determination of tile behavior of the osculating
problem. These approaches are not alternatives to one orbital elements. Secondly, the coraputing time needed
another, but are independent and justifiable pursuits, to obtain numerical results fi'om the approximate closed- }The first approach, which is also historically the first, was
to attempt to solve the equations of motion of the space- form solutions is appreciably less than the time needed /
craft analytically and thus determine its path. This in- to perform numerical integrations of the equations of
motion, thus a computer program which gives approxi-
volved the solution of nonlinear differential equations
using generally some kind of perturbation scheme. The mate results but is simple and fast would be an extremely
second approach was to solve the boundary-value opti- useful tool for the design of low-thrust trajectories if the
mization problem (where the boundary values are the approximate results are accurate enough.
initial and final position and velocity of the spacecraft
for a specified mission) and determine the optimal thrust A survey of the literature on low-thrust investigations
programs to maximize certain mission parameters. This shows that as these approaches were further developed
generally involved the use of the calculus of var._ations and expanded they became "dmost completely independ-
and quite extensive numerical techniques, ent fields of study. For example, intensive work in low-
thrust mission optimization made no use of closed-form
Basically, the engineering purpose of studying low- approximate solutions of the equations of motion, and simi-
thrust trajectories is to develop a tool to be used in the lady investigators who developed approximate solutions
design and planning of space exploration missions. From made no attempt to use these in mission analysis studies.
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ASTRAI, is the first attempt to combine lmth these ecmstant-thrust acceleration it decreases. This exllil)its
fields of endeavor in order to obtain a useful tool to be the fact that the general behavior of the trajectory (such
ntiliTed in low-thrust mission studies. More specifically, as the variation of tile elements) seemed to depend on
ASTRAL will use an approximate, closed-form solution' the twhavior of the thrust acceh,ration. Recent studies
to the differential equations of motion, togethe," with an on a sohu'-eleetrie power phmt show a variation of thrust
optiinization selwme, to obtain a program that optimizes aceeh'ration prolmrti,.mal to the invelse of the distance
various mission parameters to maximize a low-thrust to tit(' sun raised to a power of approximately 1.4. Pos-
payload, sibh' improvements to Wesseling's solution to incorporate
this effect are discussed in Subsection 6 of this article.
The purpose of this article is to bread]y present a
description of ASTRAL and to explain the overall struc- ASTRAI, was initiated here with the purpose of being
ture of the program and its content. An attempt was a h,vel-I computer program to be used for solar-electric
made to stay away fi'om program speeifies, such as input mission studies. A le,'el-1 program is one which is used
and output format and aetual from of the program. These in generating the bulk rff the ideal performance informa-
will be published after the progranl is checked out and tion, and as such must be capable of optimization of
is in a working condition, trajectory and spacecraft parameters. The. approach used
is the coupling of Wesseling's solutions with an opthniza-
2. Trajedory Analysis tion seheme,
Numerous attempts have been made to solve the dif- 3. PATHSubroutine
fercntial equations of motion of a spacecraft under the
influence of low thrust. These studies ranged in tom- The suln'outine in the ASTRAL program which cal-
plexity from very simple approximations to very sophisti- eulates the trajectory (i.e., where Wesseling's solutions
eated perturhation schemes. The most recent method are programmed)is called PATH.
used to solve these nonlinear equations, whieh also yaw,
the best results, is the two-variable asymptotic expansion \Vcsseling's analysis makes two important assmnp-
method. This method was especially suitable beeause of tions. First, since the method uses a pertufl)ation scheme
the appearance of two time scales (slow time associated on e, it is valid only for small wdues of that parameter,
with the changing orbital elements, and fast time as.,o- i.e., low thrust. Of course, the smaller the value of e the
elated with the motion of the spacecraft) as well as the closer his solution approximates a numerical integration,
small parameter e, which is the ratio of thrust aceelera- if everything else is held constant. Secondly, in order to
tion to gravitational acceleration. Shi and Eekstein obtain higher-order terms, the assumption of small ec-
(Ref. 1) used this method to solve the equations of too- eentrieity (same order of magnitude as e) had to be
tion of a spacecraft under the influence of eonstan,- made. Other conditions are that thrust acceleration
thrust acceleration, i.e., approximately a nuelem_eleetrie varied as 1/r'-' (where r is the distance to the sun) and
propulsion system. All other investigators before them that its direction is arbitrary but fixed. In checking /
had also limited their analysis to constant thrust or PATH out, an attempt was made to determine how /,i
constant-thrust acceleration. However, the mission studies sensit!ve the solutions are to various values of eccentricity /
presently under serious consideration for outer planet and e.
exploration in the 1970s have solar-electric propulsion
systems. For this system, the magnitude of the thrust Wesseling had v '" two programs on the 1620
is a function of the distance to the sun since the solar computer: (1) AS ,, , which contained his approxi-
power decreases as the distance to the sun increases, mate solutions, and NUTRAL, which was a numerical
integration of the e_l...... ns of motion to which he eom-
Wesseling (Ref. g) considers the case where the thrust pared some of his results. The same process was repeated
acceleration varies as the inverse of the square of the for the 7094 computer; both Wesseling's results and a
distance to the sun in a heliocentric trajectory. He uses numerical integration were programraed. The first step
the two-variable asymptotic expansion procedure and in checking PATH out was to compare it to the 1620
obtains the first three terms of the asymptotic series. One computer version. Once this was done, the main effort
of the very interesting results he obtained for such a became to determine how well the asymptotic solution
thrust behavior is that the eccentricity of the osculating approximated the pumerical integration of the equations
conic increases, whereas it had been found that for for different values of eccentricity and e.
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Figures la, lb, and lc show two-dimensional trajee- '/ 1/(2)'_']. Two plots are shown oll each of the graphs:
tories for an e of 0,1: Fig. la for an initially circular orbit, on(, showing Wesscling's sohltion, tile other show'ng the
Figs. lb and le for initial eccentricities e,, of 0.1 and 0.5. lmmerical integration. Figures ]a and lb give excellent
These and other test eases shown here were run for a al_proximations to the nmnerical integration, whereas
thrust pointil_g at an angle of attack of 45 deg [the angle Fig, le gives intolerable errors. Figure ld is the same as
330 ° 0° 30° 330 ° 0° 30°
r ',,
! \
300 ° . _ 60° 300 ° / 60 °
270 o .... 90 ° 270 ° --_- 90 °
\ "
_. _..
2400 120 ° 240c 120°
O _,') NUMERICAL INTEGRATIOI L /
WESSELING'S SOLUTION V\
210 ° 180° 150° 210 ° 180 ° 150 °
300° 330° 0° 30° 60° 300° 330° 0° 30° 60°
o o o0ok 0o:iio iii 0o
21o° 18o° 15o° 21o° 18o° i_ o
Fig. I. Two-dimensional trajectories:(a) eo=O, e=O.1; (b) eo= 0.1, e=0.1;
(¢)eo=O.5, e=O.l_ (d) eo=O.5, e=O.01
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Fig. le, (,xeept for ;meol 0.01, ancl yields a very good v60or-i-i .......q ..... T
approxinmtion. By studying Figs. la and l cl, the follow- ] ] / O/
i,,g eonch,sions ,,,ay l,(' reached: L 1 4 7(l) Exeellc'nt appr, ximations are ohtained when the 14o0 ......... , ......... -[- .... O- --O O O NUMFRI2ALINItGRATION | "/
initial ('ee('nh'icity and e are of the orcl(,r of 0.1 or _ WESSELING'SSOLUTION 9/
smaller, ,200........ J........ _- ........ -_-_- .... J
/ o/q(2) For cases of high eccentricity (about 0.5), the emust 1)e decreased to al)out 0.0l to obtain good
results. This s('('ms to contradict \V('sst.ling's as- moo ...... L .......... ---_,/- __t
sumption that initial eccentricity has to be of the O/
same order of magnitud(, as e,
_oo ..... A V-_-----
l"igur(' '2,)shows time plots for E- 0.1 and initi;tl -.c- 0/I
centrieities of 0 and 0.1. From tlwsc plots, we note that
excellent approximations at(, ol)tained for about th(' first ooo..................
half revolution, after which the error increases tremend- (3
ously, especially for the 0.t initial eccentricity ease. ex.n
400 ........ -{3L -- --
attempt will he mad(' to investigate thes(' results in order
to improve tlm lattm' approximations.
200 --7...,'._ _ --
Many other runs were made and checked, and, in .._
general, it is concluded that PATti now gives very good _. I ,-,.(Y'r""
approximations to the trajectory of a low-thrust spae('- -8 L.oS,)'_- I [0
craft whose thrust varies as 1/r _, when the initial eeeen- _ woo
trieity and e are small; and for higher eccentricities, = (hi J
results are still good if e is small enough. O /
1400 /4. Optimization Method O IO
In general, a function-maximizing or optimization ii ,,__/
method involves the use of a set of one or more points 12oo
in a parameter space. These points may be restricted to
lie within a certain portion of the parameter space, or moo
such constraint_ may he absent. In either case, the posi-
tions and function values, and possibly also function
derivative values, of the point or points in the set arc 00o "/ /_"used to produce a new point set for further investigation. O /
The resulting sequence of point sets hopefully converges O /
upon the desired optinml location in the parameter space, 600
thus maximizing the given function, subject to the spcci.
fled constraints if there are any.
In the ease under consideration, the partial derivatives c/
of the spacecraft payload with respect to the trajectory
parameters cannot be generated in a more efficient man- 200
her than l)y numerical differences, so methods directly
using function derivative values are unlikely to be useful.
Further, the problem is extensively involved with con- o I00 200 300 400 500
straints of all kinds, including some that produce ANGULARPOSITIONINECLIPTICPLANE_#deg
considerable ditfieulties for methods that make even
indirect use of function derivatives. As opposed to these Fig. 2. Time plots: (al e,, = O, e = 0.1
gradient methods, there are the direct search methods. (hi eo = 0.1, e= 0.1
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Tilt, most effective of these is Box's "conq_h'x" method Explicit inequality constraints arise, for exmnple, frtma
(llef. :3), and this has been adopted its the basic optimiza- the hlet that a neg.ativ, value for the h,ngih of al,y of
tion method in the ASTIIAI, program, the ares into which the trajectory is divided would he
physically m_,iudngh,ss, They are met by checking each
Maximizing a fimction of a single variable is q.ali- point eonsidm'ed be'tore evaluating the fimctimt, and
tatively as well its quantitatively easier than performing r@'cting the point unh'ss all such constraints are met.
the same task with two or more ;'ariabh's. As a resalt, These constraints turn out to provide upper and ,ower
many multidimensiow..d optimizing methods _,et by select- bounds for all of the variabh,s that constitute llw l,aram-
ing an appropriate one-dimensional subspace of the eter spare.
parameter space and applying a suboptlmization process
to it. Thus, gradient methods often investigate the lane There is exactly oh,' explicit equality cm_straint, cx-
through t]': point under consideration along which the pressing the tact that the h,ngtias of the trajectory ares
function is changing most nq_idly at the point--the line must add up to the Slweii_ied full h,ngth of tlw trajectory.
defined by the gradient vector of the function at the It is eEminated by removing the length of the last tra-
point. The complex method also uses this dimensional je_'tory arc from the paranu'ter space and automatically
reduction technique, though without reference to deriva- giving it the value required to satisfy the equality con-
rives, If the parameter space to he dealt with has n straint, As a result, the condition that theh,ngth of thc
dimensions, n i 1 or more points in the space art' placed last trajectory arc be nola-negativc beeomt,s more compli-
in a set. Tl,ese points form the vertices of a polytope or cated lint remains a,, explicit inequality constraint,
complex, the n-dimensional equivah'nt of a polygon or
polyhed:'.,n. Implicit inequality constraints arise hecause the path-
generating process can fail in any of the :Ires of the
The one-dimensional subspaee chosen for further in- trajectory. For e'.ample, the trajectory can proceed along
specti ,n is that connecting one of the points in the set a hyperholic asymptote ,and thus never reach the ec'.ipt_e
with the ecntmid of the other points, This line is ana'.yzed longitude specified for the end of an are. These con-
either hy a simple bounded exponential search as sug- straints are satisfied hy checking at carla point co.sidered
gested by Box or hy a method involving successive quad- during evaluation of the fimction, and rejecting :',e point
ratio approximations. If a point is found with a higher (by assigning a very large negative vah,e to the func-
filnction value than the original defining point, it replaces tion) unless all such constraints are met.
the original point in the complex set. The first choice
of defining point is the one with the lowest function The implicit equality constraints are the most trouble-
value, hut if it is not replaced by a point with higher some. They are produced by the requirement that position
function value than at least one point in the complex and time at the end of the trajectory possess specified
set, then all the other points are tried in order of increas- values. They are dealt with by modifying the function
to be maximized, suhtracting "penalty" functions of theing function value. If none of the points can produce an
increase in function value, the sequence terminates, errors in final position and time from the payload. By f"
ideally with all of the poLats coinciding at the optimum, proper choice of parameters in the penalty functions, the /
optimizing process can he presented with a problem that ]
amounts to first finding a solution to the constraint
The initial complex set is formed from any guesses or
estimates oi tile ot;timum that may be available, filled equations and then maximizing the payload subject tothe constraints,
in by rando.r.,l,v chosen points.
°,_,nat,unts come in two forms: equality and inequality, 5. The Payload Formulas
and in a wide range of degrees of complexity that can The payload of the spacecraft is given by the follow.
be lumped into two levels: explicit and implicit, the dis- ing formulas:
tinction as far as the present ease is concerned being
that it is much easier to determine whether a given point Mp, = 2_Ii[A._exp (--dV..,/Ca) - Ba], A., - Ba = 1
satisfies an explicit constraint than it is to evaluate the
function to be maximized, while the same is not true of Mr = M. - M_,p- Mp
an implicit constraint, The low4hrust trajectory optimiza- [ [_l[_t_g,_..a,,reos_, )]tion problem involves all four combinations of constraint Mp = Me 1 - exp \ I,pg, J% r"_ _ .- d,I,types.
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ct square thrust acceleration and constant mass of the space-
Ml,t, = _ e,,g,.I._l,g._ craft.
M0 = A1 exp (- dV,/Cl) - B1, AI - B1 = M, The next .;tep in the checkout schedule will be to take
a Sauer optimum trajectory and attempt to duplicate it.
Refer to Table 1 for definition of symbols. Once this is done, nmnerous ASTRAL runs will be gen-
erated in the vicinity to hand-plek an optimum; then a
check will be made to see if ASTRAL will get the same6. PresentStc,_usand FuturePlans
optimum using the optimizer. This procedure will be
The complete ASTRAL program is presently in a followed to cheek out the optimizing scheme. Once past
r
checkout phase. As mel.'tioned in Subsection 8, the PATH the checkout phase, ASTRAL will be ready to be used
subroutine has already Leen checked out and its limita- as a level-1 program.
tions identified. The next _tep is to check out the coin-
plete program with the exclusion of the optimizer. This A major extension to ASTRAL will be done later to
is presently being done by simulating an ASTRAL tra- implement it with William Staw'o's solutions for arbitrary
jectory on Carl Sauer's integrating low-thrust program _ thrust-power laws. This is a study wldch investigates the
and making an initial check on the basic parameters. It general case where the thrust accelela_on can vary as
wiU also determine the effect of assuming an inverse- the inverse of the distance to the sun r_.ised to some
arbitrary power a. Thus, the value a = 0 will signify
_Thisprogram was used in recent Jupiter missionstudies at JPL. constant-thrust acceleration (an approximation to the
Table 1. Nomenclature
A_, B_, C_ constants describing initial high-thrust M_ propellant mass
maneuvers Mpl payload mass
A._,B2, C._ constants describing final high-thrust Mp_, powerplant mass
maneuvers
a 1 AU (149,597,892 km) Mo spacecraft mass just after initial high-thrust maneuver, e.g., chemical boost
dV_ velocity change in initial high-thrust from earth orbit
maneuvers r distance of spacecraft from sun
dV2 velocity change in final high-thrust r cos ,I_/V. (dq,/dt) -_, reciprocal of time derivative
maneuvers of q,
gc acceleration of solar gravity at 1 AU V, ecliptic longitude component of space- ,
(0.598 cm s-2) craft velocity /
g_ standard acceleration of earth gravity a powerplant specific mass at 1 AU
(980.665 cm s-_) e ratio of spacecraft thrust acceleration to
I,_ specific impulse of low-thrust propulsion acceleration of local solar gravity
system eg_a2/r2 thrust acceleration of spacecraft
I,_g8 effective exhaust velocity of low-thrust eo ratio of spacecraft thrust acceleration to
propulsion system acceleration of local solar gravity at i AU
MI spacecraft mass just before final high- A low-thrust propulsion system efficiency
thrust maneuver (if any), e.g., insertion cI, ecliptic longitude of spacecraft
into orbit about target planet
1'I final value of ¢,
M_ spacecraft mass at parabolic orbital sta-
tus relative to launch planet during in- ¢'o initial value of
itial high-thrust maneuver ,I, ecliptic latitude of spacecraft
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nuclear-electric ease), _ = 2 will parallel \Vesseling's higher than about 21 km-'/s'-', and was the rationale for
analysis, and _ = 1.4 will reflect recently proposed solar- using this constraint. Larger boost vehicles then con-
electric propulsion systems to be use_t for missions to templated could easily deliver large payloads on direct
Jupiter. Mercury missions, which rtquire launch energies of
about 50 km'-'/s'-' (Ref. 1).
References
1. Shi, Y., ar_d Eekstein, M., "Ascent or Descent from Satellite More recently, uprating of the Atlas-Centaur vehicle,
Orbit by Low Thrust," AIAA J., Vol. 4, pp. _o208-2909, 1966. and the entry of a number of intermediate-size launch
2. Wesseling, P., "A Two-Vari,,ble Asymptotic Solution for Three-. wqdcles into the mission planning picture, require the
Dimensional Solar Powered Low-Thrust Trajectories in the consideration of higher launch energies. This fact has
Vicinity of the Echptie Plane," A.s_tronaut. Acta, Vol. 18, been reported by A. A. VandcrVeen of Bellcomm, Inc.,
pp. 481-440, 1967. who has determined some preliminary trajectory char-
8. Box, M. J., "A New Method of Constrained Optimization and a aeteristics.'-'
Comparison with Other Methods," Comput. Y., Vol. 8, pp. 4g-52,
1965.
High-energy Earth-Venus-Mercury tn_jeetories have
been generated using JPL's multiple-planet eonie pro-
gram SPAltC. :_'' Figures 8-8 show some of the more
g. An Earth-Venus-Mercury Mission important trajectory parameters. Figure 8 shows the re-
Opportunity in 1978, F. M. Sturms, Jr. giou of possible trajectories on a Venus arrival date
In a previous artiele (SPS 37-39, Vol. IV, pp. 1-5), it versus Earth launch date grid. Figures 4-8 show the
was reported that no favorable Earth-Venus-Mercury
opportunity existed in 1978, and in particular that no "Preliminary Results of an Attractive Earth-Venus-Mercmy Mission
in 1978, t)elleomm, Inc., Washington, D.C., Oct. 9, 1968 (internal
energy match at Venus for the Earth-Venus and Venus-
memorandnm ).
Mercury trajectory legs was possible for launch energies _j'oseph, A. E., and Richard, R. J., Space Research Conic Program,
C:_ of less than 21 km_/s _. At the time these results were Iuly 1966 (JPL internal document).
reported, the Atlas-Centaur vehiele was unable to inject _Derderian, M., Space Research Conic Program, Phase 11I,Apr. 1968
signifieant payloads (greater than 1000 lb) to energies (JPL internal document).
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Fig. 3. Regien of possible trajectories on a Venus arrival date vs Earth launch date grid
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Fig. 6. Mercury arrival date vs Earth launch date
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Fig. 7. Hyperbolic approach velocity at Mercury vs Earth launch date
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Fig. 8. Angle between arrival asymptote and Mercury-Sun vector vs Earth launch date
following quantities plotted versus Earth launch date, Predicted launch-vehicle performance values change
using a constant Venus arrival date as a parameter: frequently, thus affecting the attractiveness of given
missions. The values given above indicate that serious
(1) Launch energy C:, consideration should now be given to the 1978 Earth-
Venus-Mercury mission opportunity in comparison to
(2) Altitude of closest approach h at Venus (Venus more favorable but earlier Venus-Mercury opportunities,
radius taken as 6080 km). and in comparison to direct Mercury missions.
(8) Mercury arrival date. References
1. Clarke, V. C. Jr., et al., Design Parameters lot Ballistic Inter-
planetartj Trajectories, Part IL One-Way Trans[ers to Mercury
(4) Hyperbolic approach velocity at Mercury. and .ru_iter, Technical Report 82-77. Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 15, 1966.
(5) Angle between arrival asymptote and Mercury- 2. Mission Planners Guide to the Burner II, Report D2 82601-5,
Sun vector (determines lighting for Mercury pho- The Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash., Apr. 1968.
tography). /
Table 2. Launch vehicle payloads for two launch y'/
A launch energy of 85 km_/s _ will produce an adequate energies /
launch 1.eriod. Table 2 shows current payload estimates
for several launch vehicles for energies of 85 and 50 Payloadfor Payloadfar
km_/s _. These performance values were obtained from c_= 35 kraals_ C_= 50 kraals_
Ref. 2, except for the SLV-3X/Centaur value. Launchvehicle 11978Venus-Mercury),(directMercury),
Ib Ib
Using the values in Table 2, the SLV-3C/Centaur SLV.3C/Centour 7,50 50
and Titan 8C vehicles appear marginal for the 1978 $LV.3C/Centaur/Burnerll 1400 I000
Venus-Mercury mission. The addition of a Burner II r.°. _c 8o0 o
stage to these vehicles increases the payload to where r,o, 3C/au,ne,, 22_0 _S00
both the indirect 1978 Venus-Mercury and direct Mer- SLV.3XlCentaur _ 11O0 200
cury missions are attractive. The SLV.3X/Centaur
vehicle is a possible choice for the Venus-Mercury mis- .wl,i,m,. A. N., Launch Vehicle Data took, Aug. 30. 1968 (JPL Internal
sion in 1978. . ..... ndum),
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C. Trajectory Analysis of a 1975 Mission to Table 3. Earth-Venus-Mercury missionopportunities
Mercury via an Impulsive Flyby of Venus, '_ (ballistic flyby)
R A. Wallace
Venus closest-
1. Irltroduction Launchyear Launchenergy, approachaltitudes,
km_'/s" km
The concept of using gravitational fields to signifi-
cantly alter the energy and direction of interplanetary 197o 14 sooo
trajectories is not a new one. In 1968, M. A. Minovitch 1973 19 5000
proposed several interesting interplanetary missions using tgzs 2t tess t.r.an700
this multiple-planet flyby concept (Ref. 1). The advan- 1982 24 2000
' tages of this folTn of mission are the savings in launch 1994 24 14oo
energy and the increase of data return associated with 1998 16 3600
the "two planets for the price of one" idea. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that a great deal of interest has been help in raising closest approach altitudes o1"taking ad-
generated in multiple-planet flyby missions and, in par- vantage of particular interplanctary trajectory character-
ticular, missions to Mercury via Venus in the 1970's. istics, such as reduced flight time. The analysis uses three
Direct ballistic trajectories to Mercury generally require input control pal'ameters:
launch energies of 45 km2/s 2 or more, while multiple-
planet trajectories to Mercury are available which require (1) Launch and arrival dates (fixes the approach and
less than 80 km2/s _. departure asymptotic velocity vectors).
(2) Closest approach altitude.
There are six attractive opportunities for Earth-Venus-
Mercury missions during the remainder of the century; (8) Maneuver radius.
these are hsted in Table 8. An attractive opportunity is
one for which either an Atlas/Centaur or Titan III launch These parameters are thought to be the most practical
vehicle can be used to launch a payload of more than choice of control variables for operating a multiple-planet
800 !b (i.e., corresponding to an upper limit of launch mission requiring propulsive assist. They also make up
energy of 88 km2/sZ). Although the 1970 and 1978 oppor- a minimum set required to uniquely determine the tra-
tunities are excellent, they may not be available because jectories at encounter (Fig. 9). The analysis could be
of program considerations. The next opportunity is in carried out two-dimensionally because of the principal
1975, but is plagued with very low Venus closest-approach constraint of requiring the trajectories to contain the two
altitudes. The study summarized here investigates the determining asymptotic velocities. Details of the solution
feasibility of using a small propulsive assist at Venus to are given in Ref. 2.
allow reasonable Venus flyby altitudes and thereby in-
crease the attractiveness of the 1975 opportunity. 3. Application of Single-Impulse Flyby Analysis
The single-impulse flyby analysis was applied to the ,,
Results of the study are presented in three parts, region of the 1975 Earth-Vehus-Mercury opportunity ,/
First, a very brief discussion is given on the general which exhibited relatively low launch energies and maxi- /
single-impulse flyby analysis which permits the analyst mum Venus closest-approach altitudes. In a perliminary
to investigate in detail the impulse requirements of study, certain factors became evident:
multiple-planet trajectories utilizing propulsive assist.
Secondly, an efficient procedure is outlined for the appli- (1) The Venus arrival time is very important in obtain-
cation of the above analysis to the !.975 Earth-Venus- ing low :'repulse maneuvers (sensitivity: 20 m/s/h).
Mercury mission. The final subsection is devoted to the (2) Tile aV is relatively invariant with maneuver radius
mission design and analysis for the 1975 Earth-Venus- [or optimum choice of Venus arrival time. (For
Mercury opportunity, non-optimal times, aV could vary as much as 1_of
its minimum value.)
2. Single-Impulse Flyby Analysis
The analysis used is simple and can be applied to any The AV sensitivity w_:h Venus arrival time is explained
multiple-planet trajectories where propulsive assist may by the fact that the Venus closest-approach altitude was
kept constant. It was found, however, that the aV sensi-
_rhis article is a summary of Ref. 2. tivity to closest-approach altitude is also quite high,
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the rest of this study will be restricted to maneuvers
_ROMEARm performed on the asymptotes (i.e., at about encounter
plus or lnilnlS several days). There are four major ad-
vantages that result from such a policy:
J (1) The.required impulse can he combined with one
I of the error-correction maneuvers, resulting in
I smaller execution errors and greater reliability forI --"
I fewer lnanetlvers.
/ (CLOSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE)
/ "\ (2) The Venus encounter experiments could be given
/ \ full operational consideration and not complicatedI
\ l)y a maneuver.
\
\ / 03) A continuous tracking data fit could he acquired
/ throughout encou,:ter, reducing orhit determina-/
\ .---/ tion errors for the post-encouuter error-correction\
N IDRneuvf:r.
(MANEUVER RADIUS)
\ (4) The impulse was found to he smallest at large dis-
\ Lances from Velnl_; for the final design trajectories.
\_ C_::. dering those points, the remainder of the discussion
To_AERCURr is cu,fl3ned to results concerning asymptotic maneuvers.
\
To define a mission, design charts are required which
Fig. 9. Encounter trajectories in orbit planet will clearly show the tradeoffs in the important param-
eters fiwolved. In the construction of design charts, the
ahout 60 m/s for every 100-kin change in altitude. Thus, first step is to optfinize Venns arrival trine. Figure 10 is
the ±V sensitivity to Venus arrival time could be softened an example of the many plots required in the optimiza-
by changing the Venus flyby altitude with Venus arrival tion procedure.
time. It was decided, however, that a minimum acceptable
altitude of 1000 km should be used throughout the study. 800 MANEUVER ON DEPARTURE
If further decreases were allowahle, the savings of 60 m/s 1_0 x.j _ ASYMPTOTE
EARTH LAUNCH DATE:
for every lO0-km decrease could be realized up to a JUN 11, 1975
point where too much trajectory bending results and AV CUOSESTAPPROACHLTITUDE: I000 km
increases, 6ooIn the preliminary study, AV was found to be very _ // /
insensitive to maneuver radius for the optimum choice /J//
I1 __/ _\ 17_18 1919
of Venus arrival times. This is because the two encounter _
orbits, approach and departure, are ahnost identical and 400
the velocity d!fferences are almost constant with maneu- _ lo
ver radius. One orbit can be tlmught of as a perturbation MERCURYARRIVAL DATE
of the other because the impulse required is small com- NOV1975
pared to the orbital velocities (9 to 18 km/s). For non- _(
optimum choice of Venus arrival time, the angle between 200 "_\/ y,Jls
tim two orbits is larger than for the optimum arrival laXj-,..,14/
time, although the orbits are almost identical in other
respects. The above observations are not applicable at
periapsis where the velocity differences are most pro- 0
nouneed. 9/6 9/7 9/8 9/9 9/_o
VENUS ARRIVAL DATE, 1975
Since AV is almost constant with change in maneuver Fig. 10. Maneuver impulse AV VSVenus arrival date ,
radius for optimum Venus arrival times, attention during {Mercuryarrival date varied}
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Design charts were con,;trueted for maneuvers per- Vemls arrival time Figure 11 is the design chart for
formed on both the approach and departure asymptotes maneuvers performed on the departure asymptote with
with Venus arrival time and ]auneh energy as parameters launch energy as an overlay. It was found that maneuvers
ow,rlayed on the basic ±V contour ehart. Note that all performed on the departure asymptote resulted in gen-
points used in the design charts are for the optimum erally lower ,,_xV'sthan those on the approach asymptotes.
11/221 I I I' I 1
-- GEOCENTRIC LAUNCH ENERGY C3
MANEUVER IMPULSE AV
MANEUVER O N DEPARTURE ASYMPTOTE
CLOSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE: 10O0 km
VENUS ARRIVAL DATE CHOSEN TO MINIMIZE AV
] 1/20
I
C3 19kin2// /20 12_ av 4oo_/,
350 ]11/18 X / 30
\ 300 I
250
_ / 2oo
_> 11/'16 150
g
u 40
_ 100
I
,,/- / I
/
MIN POINT
1VI2
/
11/I 05/22 6_! 6/11 6;2' 711 7/11 7/21
I:AR'I'H LAUNCH DATE, 1975
Fig. I 1. Earth-Venus-Mercury mission design chart: launch energy Caand maneuver impulse _V
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This is due to the departure speeds being generally ahnost constant with manenver radius, being slightly
higher than the approach speeds (a slower speed at on- higher near encounter. The characteristic of AV being
counter results in greater bending of the trajectory), higher at encounter is due to the dominating angular
momentum or orientation requirements,
4. 1975 Earth-Venus-Mercury Mission Design
Using Fig. 11, the basic design chart, two missions F,neounter eonditmns at Venus result in Earth oeeulta-
were designed: one requiring low launch energies, the tion for all launch days in both mission designs. Figure !8
other, low propulsive assist at Venus. There is a definite is a plot of the Venus oeenltation regions for a repre-
launch vehicle and AV tradeoff available. The low launch- sentative hmneh clay. Note the 8¢ error ellipse resulting
, energy mission design is characterized by: from a 0.1-m/s spherically distrihuted mideonrse execu-
tion error at launch I- 5 clays. The crossing of this ellipse
(1) Launch energy < 21 km_/s _(Atlas/Centaur). into the impact zone indicates that a pre-eneounter error-
correction m,neuver is required (a common requirement
(2) ±V < 350m/s. for multiple-phmet missions), and that reducing the
(8) 20-day launch period (May 27 to June 16, 1975). Venus closest-approach altitude much below 1000 km
may be impractical.
(4) Mercury arrival time: Nov. 14, 1975.
Launch eonditi_;ns for both mis.qoj, designs are very
The low propulsive-assist mission is characterized by: good. The eharaeteristies are:
(1) Launch energy < 80 km'-'/s (Titan III).
(l) Launeh azimuth corridors of 90 to 114 deg.
(2) AV < 100 rn/s.
(8) 20-day launch period (June 12 to July fi, 1975). (2) Launch windows _ 21Ah.
(4) Mercury arrival time: Nov. 18, 1975: 19. h. (8) Parking orbit coast time_: 12 to 16 min (compatible
with both the Atlas/Centaur and Tita)r III launch
Note the existence of two attractive mission designs, one vehicles).
requiring more onboard propulsion, but a smaller launch
vehicle. Both missions require relatively small impulses (4) Injection over mid-Atlantic to South Aft'lea (rea-
when measured against the total AV usually required on sonable near-earth traok!ng requirements for the
ballistic multiple-planet missions. Air Force EasTern Test Range).
As observed in the preliminary study, aV, as shown in For any study which is dependent on conic analysis, it
Fig. 12 for the low propulsive-assist mission design, is is important that an accurate check he made on the final
results. A comparison of the conic results with the pre-
)s0 ........ cision integrated data is given in Table 4. The integrated
_ANEUVERONDEPARTURETRMECIORY data was supplied by the SPACE trajectory program ,/
160 __ VENUE C_OSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE: I000 km
MERCURYArriVAL_ATE:NOVla, 1975,12h (Ref. 8), a program used with a high degree of accuracy /"
VbNUS ARRIVAL DATE CHOSEN TO MINIMIZEAV
140 _ -- LAUNCH ENERGY -< 30 km2/s 2 on actual missions to Mars, the moon, and Venus. Errors
/
__J J EARTHLAUNCHDATE,_97S of between 8 and 18 m/s in aV are shown and point to
_20 -"T--'-t----- I JUNI)a I I t'.qe accuracy which may be realized with conic analyses
100 J if relative values (e.g., velocity differences) are required
_ ..... JuL2 rather than absolute values.
80 _'-_ .-,--- . --JUN 16 ....
I
6o - J
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' Table 4. Conic resultsvs integrated trajectory program data for varlous launch dates
May 27, 1975 June 11, 1975 July 2, 1975
Parameter / /
Conic integrated Conic Integrated Conic Integrated
b, km 10,333.96 10,333.14 10,079.9 10,081.89 9766.6 9767.3
O, deg 353.91 353.91 357.00 357.01 0.42 0.43
VHP, km/s 9.0100 9.1102 9.4529 9.5586 10.0815 10.2069
VHL, km/s 9.2155 9.3370 9.5282 9.6373 10.1075 10.2289
rp, km 7080.0 7079.7 7080.0 7081.4 7080.0 7080.4
i, deg_ 8.62 13. I 0 4.05 1.43 1.48 94.44
I, deg" 3.420 3.410 3.406 3.403 3.436 3.436
£, deg" 31.92 30.72 35.60 36.21 246.83 209.15
AV, m/s 368.8 360.5 131.0 122.9 79.8 66.9
IPost-maneuver.
bb --- Impact parameter,hyperbolicsemlmlltoraxis; o = targellng angle In g.plane; VHP = approach asymptotic speedon _-,cor:'*ctedtralectory; VHL = departure asymptotic
speedrequired on departure tralectory;rp = closest approachdistance; i = orbital In¢llnatlon Io the ecliptic, Venus.centeredl I = heliocentric inclinatlon to the ecliptic of
Venus-Mercurytrajectory; I) = longitude of the ascendingnodel _.V = required Impulse.
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8. White, l/. J.. _,tal., Npa_c ._im.h' l'rcci,sion('retell 'l'rajecl.r!l Ix_eun Ihe lop ol the _)imO_lJhprp and the interior ]tin_
l'nJ_ram, 'l'ec.lmic_d\h,mor._.dum :_:_-1,98.1_'!lh'opulqml I,_d_- m' I)assin_ al allitudps _re_h'r I]mn 7(),000 km may beoratory, Pasadpna,(_alit.,Aim 15, 1._)f-;.3.
possibh'. The 1977 inh,rior llin_ passaR(, grand tom"mis-
sion (1977 .]upilt,r-Satnn) interior ]liug-Urmms-N(,ptmu,)
would 1)¢'mosl desirable, If a Saturn flyby altitude ofD. Missions to the Outer Plcmets, R.A. Wo/ioce
150,000 km wen' required, ih_'lma [light din'alton of l,q vr
The 1975 to 1980 time period will _tfford _tll mmsually would n'sull, 1t two Slm¢,t,uraf! ,,v¢'re availabh, mid the
favm'al)h, opportunity to humd_ missiol_s to explore :dl risks ol e;tlltslrolddU irnlmC't wilh the Rings of Satm'n
ol the outer phn]('ts, l)uril]_, this time period, the 1)lant,tary u err' hm.d h) 1)('high for th'sirlddp _]'and lout missions,
geometries are such that r_.tl'('multiplt'-plant't missions Ihen ont, o[ I].' thn,t,q)l;met missions might lw used iu
involving all the major plant'ts are possil)le. Sut,h oppor- itddition I¢)a ,_]'imd Iollr,
tunities will not occm' again for almost two centuries,
This article eXlmnds tm Ol)l_Orhmitit,s ])revionsly i(h,nii- Then' is no qm'.,,iimJ that u mission h) Saturn, Urmms,
fled (SPS ._37-:35,Vol. IV, pp. 12-28) (o show ¢']wrgy re'- N_,plmm, t)).l_hflt_sh_mld l,¢,th)u,n u,ith theaid oftht, gr:tv-
quirt'merits and other ¢'hm'aeh,risiies Cur reali:,lic Ia.nch itaiitmal fi¢,ld ol .lupit,.'r m.1/.r ,";atm'n. The 1977 Earth-
periods. Jul)iter-l)hflo Ol)porhmity is th¢' h,'st of five possil4e
l)¢'_,ilnil R in 1.975 :rod ('ndin_ in 1979 (Fh,f. 5). There are
Table 5 is a summary chart of eleven missions to the Em'll_-Saim'n-l'lul,) missions avaihtl_le, but the launch
outer planets with Immeh opl)ortunitie.s from ] $)76through ¢'ner_y is 110 km-'/s _ or more. Immt'h ¢'n¢'r_ies for diwet
1979." A comprehensive plan to explore all of the outer mi,": ..... to Saturn begin to d('('rt'as(, in ]')SO until in
phm('ts of the solm' system could lx' constructed fi'om 1,%,; t mlch energy of 1:-_0km-'/s _ is snlfieit'nt for a
this chart, There aw fore" types of missions inehlded: 15-day Itumch period.
(1) Single-planet missions: direct missions to Sahwn,
Urmms, Neptune, and Pluto (four missions), A samph' plan to explore the outer planets by lmmeh-
in_ missions lwfon' 1980 might lw the following:
(o) Two-planet mission: Earth-Jul)iter-Ph_to (one mis-
sion). (!) 1977 grand tour (interior Satm'n Ring passage).
(.'3)Three-planet missions (grand tour minus Sat,_m): (2) 1978 grand tour mimns Satm'n,
Earth-Jnpiter-Uranus-Neptmw (two m_ssions),
Alternate missions in ease of launch faihn'e might be:
(4) Four-planet missions (grand tour): Earth-Jul)iter-
Saturn-Uranus-Neptune (four missions). (1) 1978 grand tour (exterior Satm'n Ring passage).
(2) 1079 grand tour minus Saturn,
Each of the eleven missions sho.vn in Table 5 have been
designed with consideration given to launch energy, time
of flight, hnmeh period, planetary flyby altitudes, ;_nd References
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launch opportunities from 1974 to 1981. The grand tonr (four- Display,pp. 68-1055, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 21-24, 1968.
planet) missions were desigr,ed by L. Kingshmd (Ref. 8). The 4. Whir,, IL J., et al., SPACE Single PrecisionCowell Traiectory
other missionsin Tahle 5 are from nnpubllshed material hy the Program, Technical Memorandum 88-198. Jet Propulsion Lab-
anthnr. Allmissionsbut two were designedwith the aid of a patched oratory,Pasadena, Calif., Apr. 15, 1965.
conic computer program SPARC [Derdcrian, M., Space Research
Conic Program,Phase11I,April 1968 (JPL Internal Document)]. 5. Flandro, G, A., "Fast Recommissanee Missions to the Outer
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Table 5. Missionsto the outer planets
I
1976 1977 1977 1978
Jupiter- Jupller- Jupiter- Jupiter- 1978 1979 1977-
Saturn Saturn Saturn Saturn 1977 1979 1977 1976
Jupiter- Jupiter- 1978
Characteristics interior interior exterior exterior Uranus- Uranus- Jur_iler- Saturn U_ar,w Neptune Pluto
Ring- Ring- Ring- Ring- Pluto {direct} (direct) (direct1
Neptune Neptune (direct]Uraqus- Uranus- Uranus- Uranus-
Neptune Neptune Neptune Neplune
Launch period, days 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Mayimum launch energy 104 i20 1G_ 108 110 110 110 140 139 150 180
required, km2/s:
Capability for Titan Ill/Centaur 1400 780 1530 1250 1190 1190 1190 140 150 0
(spacecraft weight; 114-deg
azimuth), Ib"
Capability for Titan Ill Centaur 1380 1800 1620 1580 1580 1580 900 930 700
Burner II 1440 (spacecraft
weight; 114-de3 azimuth, Ib'
Maximum declination at launch 14 27 33 33 32 27 28 37 7 4 26
(absolute value), deg
Jupiter encounter
Flight time from launch, days 561 511 652 593 564 579 551
Flyby altitude, km 16,000 212,000 622,000 1,600,000 62,000 560,000 236,000
(Jupiter surface radius) (0.2) (3.0) (8.8) (22.5) (0.9) (7.8) (3.3)
Communication d_stance, km 675 638 900 767 719 749 673
× 10_
Saturn encounter
Flight time from launch, 1363 1095 1394 1240 1255
days (yr) (3.7) (3.0) (3.8) (3.4) (3.4)
Flyby allitude, km 8,000 6,000 75,000 80,000 - - - Open - - -
(Saturn surface radius) (0.1) (0.1) (1.2) (1.3) 1310
Communication distance, 1277 1562 1453 1321
km X 10e
Urr,nus encou,_ter
Fllght tim_. from launch, 2798 2342 2945 2764 2293 2286 3092
days (yrl. (7.7) (6.4) (8.1) (7.6) (6.6) (6.3) (8.5)
Flyby altitude, km _,_,000 i6.000 1:6,000 121,000 22,000 41,000 - - Open - - //%
(Uranus surface radius) J (I.3) (0.7) (3.8) (5.1) (0.9) (1.7) 2709 //
Comm,:rotation distance, ! 2781 2910 2900 2717 2972 2833 /
km X 10'1 /
Neptune encounter
Flight time from launch, 3894 3372 4100 4030 3503 3599 6209
days (yr) (10.7) (9.2) (I 1.2) (11,0) (9.6) (9.9) - - - (17.0)
Flyby altitude, km Open Open Open Open Open Open Open
Communication distance, 4519 4613 4587 4642 4440 4457 4659
km X 10_
Pluto encounler
Fltpht ffme from launch, 3500 15,231
days (yr) (9.6) (4 i .7)
Flyby altitude, km Open Open
Communication distance, 3919 I 4934
km X 10_ IL__
m.j.Long,prlvate communication.
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